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Yoshida is short, scrawny and generally unattractive. To make matters worse, all the girls in his

class hate him because Sato, the hottest guy in school, always uses hanging out with him as an

excuse to turn them down. Is Yoshida just a convenient excuse or is there something more? Could

this odd couple even make things work?! Awkward Yoshidaâ€™s life got flipped upside down when

the hottest guy in school started going out with him. Things should be easier for Yoshida now that

his whole class knows about his relationship, but it&#39;s never that simple with Saito as a

boyfriend.Â And with Valentine&#39;s Day just around the corner, Yoshida has quite the challenge

ahead of him if he hopes to satisfy Saito&#39;s demand for a special treat.
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There is just something so endearing about Tanaka's pairing of 'troll' Yoshida and hot guy Sato,

even after 9 volumes. Yes, the story does go off on silly tangents now and then when the focus

really should always stay on our two leads. But the tale is just so unusual and the two guys too

much fun that I always look forward to every new Viz release of His Favorite.Story: Someone is

kidnapping all the chocolatiers in Tokyo. What will Yoshida do when all he wants is to make

something special for Sato for Valentine's Day - and mistakenly becomes embroiled in the

kidnappings? Meanwhile, a new students stirs up some trouble when he mistakenly assumes Sato

is going out with Yoshida to throw off all the girls. Will Yoshida be too embarrassed to confess the

truth?The treat for readers is the last chapter - when the tone changes a bit to finally give a bit more



romance to the silliness. The ending is perfect and a payoff for the wait through so much of the

series to see Yoshida and Sato in a private romantic moment.In all, I love this series. It's sweet,

funny, and silly - and very different. Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the

publisher.

I wish these were longer - I fly through them so fast! They're so good, I read this entire volume in

secret at work, giggling like an idiot the entire time.At the end it said there MIGHT be a next

volume!?How about we make that there WILL be a next!

The last chapter of this volume was a little more serious this time, but just as wonderful. It was nice

to explore Satou's feelings more. Can't wait for the next one!

Love this series a lot. It's really cute with characters that are not the usual BL design. Hopefully the

author continues their work.

Sato's feelings are finally revealed,its nice too see him getting more attention I mean he does but I

mean on a personally level idk

What can I say I can't wait to HIS FAVORITE VOL. 10 come out. I'm just loving these book 5stars

all the way yes yes yes ðŸ™ŒðŸ™ŒðŸ™ŒðŸ™ŒðŸ˜»
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